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Some things float and some things sink.

The leaf floats.
It rests on top of the water.

Some things float sink.

The stone sinks.
It falls through the water
to the bottom of the container.

Floating and sinking

2

Will these objects float?

Look at these objects.
Will these objects float? 
What do you think? 
We can be like scientists.
We can test the objects.
We can put them in water 
to see if they will float.

appletoy carnail

marble

toy boat modelling claypotato

block tennis ball

pencil
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Did they float?

Some objects floated 
and some did not float.
We can sort the objects.
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Objects Floated Did not 
float

apple

tennis ball

marble

potato

block

nail

toy car

toy boat

pencil

modelling clay

We can make a table 
to show what we found out.
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Do heavy things sink?

The table shows us 
what things floated
and what things did not float.
We can think like scientists.
We can ask questions.

Thinking like  
scientists 

Why did some things float 
and some things sink?
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Do small things float?

Do big things sink? 

Does it matter 
what shape it is?

Does it matter what size 
an object is?
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Do small things float?
Do big things sink?

How can we 
find out more?

We can test our questions.
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The tennis ball is bigger than 
the marble, but it floats.
The tennis ball is light for its size.

The marble is smaller than 
the tennis ball. 
The marble is small, but it sinks.
The marble is 
heavy for its size.
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What if the objects 
are the same size? 

Look at the apple
and the potato.
They are about 
the same size, 
but the apple floats 
and the potato sinks.

The apple floats because 
it is light for its size. 
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The potato sinks because 
it is heavy for its size.
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The ball of modelling clay
is heavy for its size.
It sinks to the bottom.
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What if we change the shape
of the modelling clay?
We can make it into 
a bigger shape.
Now it is light for its size.
It can float on the water.
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toy dinosaur

Look at the toy dinosaur. 
Will it float? 
Is it light for its size? 
Is it heavy for its size? 
What do you think?

orange

key

crayon

stick

button feather

plastic ruler

What do you think?

spoon

Look at these other objects.
Do you think they will float?
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Draw a table 
to show what you think
will happen.

I think 
it will 
float.

I think 
it will 
sink.
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Now, be like a scientist. 
Test the objects. 
What will you find out?
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Objects 

What we think 
will happen

What we 
found out

Will 
float

Will not 
float Floated Did not 

float



This book is for students to read and enjoy after they have become
very familiar with the big book during many shared reading sessions.

Scan the QR code or use the short URL to go directly to an audio 
recording of this book.

Will They Float?

bit.ly/2QWHlnc
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